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1. INTRODUCTION: THE IlYNAMICALL Y INDUCED ENllANCHlfNT

or

SUPEHFLUlDlTY

IN TUNNEll ING THROUGH TIlE f ISSHlN BARRIER
Intensive experiment.al and theoretic,,1 st.udies performed during the last tlllO
decades have led to a cDnsidernble progress in clear inQ up the prominent role of
nuclear shell effects in the fission process 11,2/. The shell structure of nuclei
large-scnle nonuniformities in Llle energy distributiwl of the individual particles,
especially near tbe fermi energy 12/

has been demonstrat.ed to be a facior which

influences in many important. ways the probability and dynamics of 1001l-enerqy nc,sion
and, in particular, substantially enhances the stability of nuclei allainst spontaneo
us fission. In comparison lIIith the shell structure effects, the role of residual
nuclear correlations in larg,:!-scnle cold I'earran'lcment" of nuclei and, first nf all,
the role of the nucleon pairing correlations of sliperconductinq type remains stIll
to be much loss clear both experimentally and theoretically.
At the same time, simple and quite re Ii all Ie theoretica I

BSti

mates indi catc 12- 10/

t.bat the p"iring correlations (lIIhose intensity is usually "pedried by tho ma'lnitude
of the pa i r imJ 'lap parameter 6,

can noticeably modi ry both the potentia] cnerqy

V(q, 1::.) and the effective mass M('l, 1::.) ",ssociated lIIith a larqe-sraln subbarrlor

rearranr]8ment of a nucleuB, i.e. the malnln'lfPdlcnts of the action inteqral
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and thus they can "trongly affect the pcnet r"hi lHy of Ihe potential bHrrier
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and, in particulnr, the spontaneous fiHsion half-life
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of the' nucleus on the fission

unit tIme, and p i" the probabilit.y of tunncllin'l throuQt1 the barrier

p('r

given ''''Gault. [xpre,mions (I) and (2) dcsrrihe,in tile 111m approximalian, the

pcnelrabi I ity of
qiven in

H

one-dimenniomll potenti al b8rricr "lon'1 some effective trajectory

multidimensiorwl npace of

derormati()ns~i

(i=1,2, ••• ,m); the

paramelf~r

q npeei fie" tile position of a point on the trajectory L, ",i th ql and q2 corrcsf1ond
inf) to the classical turfllm] points at "hieh \j('1,ll.)=E, E
lotal enerqy "f the system
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tbe

, and

0.> MeV for ,;ponLaneous flnsion
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the least action trajectory determined hy the variational condition
SS(L

U.

(4 )
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matrix element G=const does not depend on the nuclear surface areD (only the surface

The effective mass associated with motion along the trajectory L hos the form 12,':>1

independent pairing is considered i~ the present paper). For a realistic single

del..

8)_1.
, dq

M(q,8) '"

particle model, the gap parameter may change llIith deformation eVen at G=constj it is

(5)

expected to fluctuate around some average value 12-':>1.
At the same time, the barrier penetrability problem is knollln to be

where ~i~j are components of the (symmetric) mass tensor which correspond to the

dynamical 12,5/. Therefore, as has first been stressed by Moretto and

deformation parameters~i and ~r
for a qualitative discussion of global relative changes in the barrier penetrabili

it llIould be more appropriate to determine I:;,. in this problem by minimizing the action
rather than the expectation value of the Hamiltonian. This mean" that in searching

ty that are associated 1;Iith the presence of pairing correlations it will be conveni

al variable similar lo lhe~i variables. 5uch a treatment of pairing correlations

particle model, i.e. assuming uniform level spacings in single-parttcle energy

that considers t:::.. as a free variable determined from minimization of the action

spectra, Although the use of this assumption I!lay lead to certain quantitative distor
sions in details, its great advantage lies in the possibility of

de1~iving

integral in the space {oC. I.Q(2' ••• 'olm .f::,.}we wi 11 term "the dynami~al treatment", in
contradistinction to the statical ([\[5) consideration baped on eq. (7).

a number

of transparent formulae disclosing principal features of the penelrability pattern.

following Morello and Flabinet 191, we shall consider

In the uniform model, the potential energy will have, in quadraLj.c approximation,

coordinate

the following form 1 91
V(q,A)

~ Vo(q,Ao )

+ g(.o.- .0. )2.

Here Vo(q.<\) is the potential energy for A =~, 60

0

o.

J

2 I V (0.8)
2 (q2{ "2
ql
"h

(7)

where <II> is the expectation value of the pairing Hamiltonian,and g is the total
density of the doubly degenerate single-particle levels inclusive of protons and

f

single deformatiop

...

+

...

In the case of two dynamical variables

and 1::::.) the symmetric Inass temmr consists
at least in the uniform model, the main
term defined by eq. (El). If we

keep this term alone, eq. (10) will not contain

for estimating the l::. dependence of the effective mass one can use the well-known

derivatives of f::,. llIith respect

to q and thus the variational condition (4) will be, reduced to

result of the adiabatic cranking mndel

equation:
+~,

M(q

~A{

(8)

where the second term, IlIhich is approximately constant and qenerally very small

.Ao ) - E +

9(.o.-~)2J[F~i)

I"J:O

values. The approximate eq. (8) adequately reproduces the l::. dependence of M(q,A)

al'Jebraic

~}=O.

(11 )

it has an especially simple solution:

=1 +

obtained from numerical cranking calculations (see, e.g., Fig. IX-3 in 12/) and

r

Vo(q,L\,) -

(12)

g~

is valid for A»G, G beinq the pairing matrix element customarily approximated as
const ; In
. the order of magn1tude
.
G 0 10 -0. 1 5 /2 ,41 •
G-=---p;6:"'.

ilence it follows that the q dependence of I::::. llIi11 be reminiscent of the barrier

It follows from eqs. (6) and (8) t.hat, in fact, variations of l::,. con noticeably

['I'ofile (fig. la). At q=ql' IlIhere Vo(ql,Ao)cF, the gap parameter is 1::::.=4,. As the

influence the magnitude of the action integral. As \lias noted long ago 12-6/. this

"yutpm deepens into the banier. I:;,.

influence results mainly from the strong dependence of the effective mass upon I::::. ,

:;addle point
V

(:1)

('1 ..

0"

,1:;,. )-r
0

we obtain

= [3f

8 nucleus with A=250

50 far we implied that the pairing gap parameter is determined at each deforma
tion within the standard BCS approach by requiring the expectation value of the
Hamiltonian to be stationary (a minimum) llIith respect to small variations in A

...

th~

That is just the new pairinq gap equation relevant to the dynamical problem. For

compared to the first one, provides the correct limiting form of eq. (8) at large 8

S..., A-I.

10)

of three components, but, as arqued in
contribution to the effective mass 'Jives the

neutrons.

so that

a

and, by usinC) the uni form approximation, determine the function

being the slalionary solution of
5

---aA

q

the. action integral takes the form

the pairing gap equation

d<lI>

oC. I

I:;,.(q) which minimizes the action integral 0). On accounting for eqs. (S) apd (6),

(6)

0

f::,. should be treated as a dynamic

for the least action trajectory the gap parameter

ent to employ expressions for V(q,t.) and M(q,8) obtained in the "unHorm" single

12-5~

*)

The

~ap

I::::.~~

6 MeV. g:9
*)

For q

incr,,;):;('s substantially, so that at the

2.2 f::,.o' after takinq the parameter values

M~V-l
> qs

I::::.

and

0

"O.7~

r'leV for spontaneous fission of

the (jap proqressiv81y

parameter 'liven by eq. (I2)

if,

:;DllIel!lhat overestimated because we have

i.e. by solving eq. (7). for the uniform single-particle model. the thus found gap

8f."umed ~ =U in eq. (1); to "compensate" this, we use throughout this paper the

parameter (<\) "'ill be practically independent of deformation. if the pairing

vr.]u" of

q~!:!.

5.1 MeV being

10-lS~,

hi'lher than the "normal" one.
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Enhancemenl. of the gap paramet.er

6 in tunnellinq I.hrough the fission
barrier: a

a ca lcu lation by 1·lorett.o and

Babinet

for a Illodel spontaneously

fissioning nucleus \J!il.h 6 0 =0.77'> 1'leV and

{;,

a parabolic fission barrier of B f =6 ~leV,
see /9/ ~) calculations by Staszczak et
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of the spontaneously fission'nq nucleus
carried out in the sta'ical Hnd
the dynamical treatments of pairing
the text.

model for a more detailed analysis of the role of pairing correlations in the tunnell
ing process proves to be fully justified. Such an analysis is accomplished in the
present paper.
In Sections 2-4 we demonstrate that the dynamically induced enhancement of pairing
the outcomes of the dynamical

approach, and possibilities of empirical verification of the ideas about the dynamic
al superfluidity enhancement are examined. In Section 5 we propose particular

narrows and at the q=q2 turnin(J point

experiments which could essentinlly clarify the role of pairing correlatioos in larrJe

it b ll= t:.o again. Thus, the 'lap equation

scale sublmrrier rearranrJements of nuclei. Concludinq remarks are 'liven in Section 6.

£14

(12

derived by I'loretto and Babinet /9/

predicts a dramatic enhancement of nucle
in tunnelling throur}l

ar

and Babinet is clearly confirmed by

treatment of pairing correlations are contrasted here with those of the traditional

2uFm

0.8

~loretto

realisUc microscopic calculations. Therefore, the use of this analytically solvable

deeply subbarrier fission and fUGion of nuclei. Aim"

correlations. for further details see

...:::-:::: flillutroos

0.6

lar, non-axial and re flection-asymmetric shapes, on important fact lies in tllat the
main prediction of the simple model by

correlations in tunnelling leads lo a variety of new and imporlant consequences for

' . . 1_/

""stat

=-=-= protons

0.5

__-::._,

""\'" ....,.:0,.'..........
"

{;,

-»

. . __

for neutron anq proton subsystems

a1.

Thus, aHhoufJh further calculations of the kind described in /10/ are required,
\J!hich would be performed for a more complete deformation space including, in particu

potential barrier. As has been qualitative

, tllis super .luidity enhoneoment must. have a substantial effect on

2. THE SPONTANEOUS fISSION HALF -UFf AS A fUNCTION OF THE INTENSITY OF PAIRING
CORRELATIONS IN THE INITIAL STATE AND OF THE BARRHR HEIGH1

t::.(q)

l3y substituting eg. (12) for

eqs. (6) nnd (8) with

I'J

=0 and using the

ly
the spontaneous fission half-lives.
The above concl09ion" by Moretto and lIobinet have reeently been confirmed hy more

expression for the minimum value of the action intcgral correspondinq to tile dynamic

realistic calculations carried out by Sta"Lczak et 81. /10/. These lattel', in

al treatment of pairing correlations:

contrast to

thus found ingredients V(q, t.) and M(q, t.) in eq. (I) we obtuin the following

,have been performed taking into account two kimhi of nucleons and
:: Smin
dyn

using the Nilsson single-particle potential /4/ to calculate the ingredients of the

=

2)q2{2
q

action inteqral. The shell correction method /2/ has been applied to determine t.he
potential energy, whereas tile m8SS parameters have been computed within the cranking
model /2,6/. The minimization of t!1e action integral for spontaneous I'issi"n of the
fm isotopes with Nol34-164 has been performed in the three-dimensional space
£4 (t
deGcribing a
{£24,6 ,t:. )' where the deformation parameter
n
p
"symmet.ric" path to fission is defined m; in Ill; and t::.n and II p tIre tilt! neutron and

[£,

U

by the inverted parabola

Vo (q,lI ) - E
o

along the static (traditional

~o)
50

rrn

correlatiorm. for 250 fm or

path corresponding to the BCS treatment of pairing

f

yields

where

i,JOtopes turns out to be 5-15 units smaller along the dynamical trajectory than

=IT(q2
'>I)

""0

f(~o)

So ~of( 'dto ) ,

(o/th
f g 0

(4/rr)X

2

(l

o'

(15 )

) 1/2

ql)

a decrease in the action by 15 units causes a

5

16)

l12

+'iKh
/2
0

reduction in the calculated Tsf values by 6-6.5 orders of magr.ctude.

4

(14)

B [1 - '\)2 IQ - qs)2]

vith y2=4/('l2- q l)2 and Q,,=('11+ Q2)/2. for spontaneous fission, the calculation

it: reduc'es twice I:he effective mass on the dynamical trajectory in the space

{E24 , t::.n' t::.p}' As a result, the action inteqral for spontaneous fis,;ion of the

(13)

The above integral can be calculated explicitly by usin') F III for
, with
o 0
< f(q»q being independent of deformation, and approximating the potential

from the standard BCS calculations. Although this enhancement of pa1l'ing
correlations leads to an increase in the barrier hei'lht, on the averaqe, by 20~"

}1I2dQ .

f 0;:

proton pairing gaps, respectively; In this case all (five) components of the mass
tensor have been computed and taken into account. F iqure Ib shows that the 6 n and
by minimizing the action integral substantially exceed those

E]

[Vo(q,b.o M(q,,\)
V(J (,1, b.0 ) - f ]
-1;2 [
1
1 •
2
fJt:.o

(17)
['k) _
[

.

K(k)
~)

(1 +;!eo

]

(Ill)

the cranking model of the effective mass parameters
with K(k) and E(k) being the complete elliptic integrals 1121 of the 1st and 2nd
kind, respectively, which are thoroughly tabulated in 1131. The modulus
elliptic integrals is
k

= [~}/(J
o

of the
(19)

In the standard treatment of pairing correlations, under the same assumptions about
the potential and effective mass, we would obtain from eq. (1) the weU-known formula

ql)(Bl/:zIi2~~)l/2.

SstatC4leo) = soaeo =1T(qz

8S

to ",hether the dynamical

superfluidity enhancement actually takes place in tunnelling is very difficult to
solve by considering absolute Tsf calculations and comparing these with experimental
data. For empirical verification of the effect in question, it is necessary to find
out

(ZO)

Unfort.unately. the

magnit'Jde of the effective mass associated with large-scale rearrangements of nuclei
cannot be checked experimentally. Therefore, the question

+'XL)
] liz •
0

collective

nuclear motions is a well-known fact 117,181; see also

more straightforlllard way, with no absolute calculations required. Important

B

clues cQncerning this point will be provided by the analysis of the patterns of
change in the barrier penetrability (or in the action integral) llIith respect to the

Thus

Sdyn ('deo ) = f( 'deo )Sstat (';leo)

(21)

and, consequently,
£Q(Tdyn/Tstat) : 0.454 S
('<Ie. ) [f('de ) sf
sf
stat
0
0

.
To eshnlOte
the effect for

2~

I].

(22)

Z~

in T f by 7.5-B orders of magnitude. Note that eqs. (15) and (20) will yield the
s
j,
same result at a fixed "*t, value, if in eq. (15) the value of 50 (i.e. (q2-ql)F~) is
chosen to be l/f(:le. ) times larger than in eq. (20). According to eq. (2Z), the
o
Tsf decrease due to the dynamical enhancement of pairing correlations is proportional
to the magnitude of the action integral; hence the decrease is expected to be much

~ 101) than for 260 106 (5 emp~ 42). As for the quantity g,,2
emp
~
in the uniform model i t is expected to be approximately constant lIIithin

stronger for 23Bij (S

the regio"Oof known spontaneously fi8sioning nuclei, since6.0 ""12A-% and g:3ajTI2,
with Bv>A- l being the level density parameter 114/. However, in a realistic 8ingle
particle model gl:;.2 will undergo strong variations around magic Z or N values (see,

114/

~o.

[) of the prllblem, IIIhich analysis is given below for two

In the standard approach (within the uniform model) the pairing gap value 6: 6

0

characterizing superfluidity properties of a fissioning nucleus in the initial state

Fm or
Fm, let us assume Bf =6 I-leV and
MeV.
Then f(,:le. ) ::!O. 74 ami using for Sstat(:le.o ) the empiricill values of the action
o
integral 5
~ 65-70, extracted from experimental
values by means of eq. (3),
emp
we find that the dynamical treatment of pairing correllltions leads to a reduction

entering ae"

main parameters (

different approaches to the role of pairing correlatilJtls.

0

e.g.,
and references therein).
Thus, the estimates made in the simple model yield a factor of the "dynamical"
reduction in Tsf' which in the order of magnitude is dose to that following from
the realistic calculations 110/. On the other hand, this reduction substantially
exceeds the inaccuracy characteristic of modern calculations of absolute T f values.
For example, the calculations 111,15,161 reproduce the systematics of

expe~imental

values for even-even nuclei lIIi th accuracy >lithin a factor of about 50, on the
3

average, and even maximum discrepancieu rarely exceed 10 • Therefore, in the
dynamical treatment of pairing correlations, to obtain an agreement beheen the
theoretical and experimental values of Tsf will apparently require a rer.ormalization
of one of the parameters of the problem, most probably, a renormalization of (an
increase in) the average value ~f the effective mass along the least action trajecto
ry. Since the effective mass is a rather complicated and so far only crudely under
stood characteristic, it seems to be not too difficult to find a theoretical justi
fication for such a renormalization. (Note that a systematic underestimating by

(at q.'!;ql) will remain virtually unchanqed at any other deformation, in particular,
at the saddle-point deformation q=qs' that is

6 sstat ~ 6.u •

In contradistinction to this, in the dynamical treatment of pairing, the saddle
-point gap value 6 dyn
s

will be given, according to cq. (12), by

tl.~yn z. tl.o

+

[Jrlg~

(24)

if spontaneous fission is considered. At a fixed value of Bflg, the minimum of tl.~yn,

,=(Bf/g)~, so that in the transurnnium region
a mIn
min' This means that i f ",e attenuate the initial pairing correlations by

equal to Z(Bf/g)\ is reached at 6

'\:fl\,

choosing ~~

<l\"

then, in tunnelling through the barrier, the system guided by

the lea!lt acUon principle restores the pairing correlations at the saddle point
y
dyn
at lea!lt up to the level 6.'d n z 6
,to which it enhances them starting "'ith
s
s
t..o (see FiC). Z). Moreover, considering eq. (24) literally, we observe, for

<

6.0

t..o min' an inverse response of the fissioninfj system to the attenuation of

pairing correlations in the initial stale: the woaker the pairing at q .'!;ql' the
higher the level to which it enhances at q=q • If \lie also take inlo account the
dependence of tl.;yn

upon B • i t becomes cle:r that the presence of the second
f
term in lhe right-hand side of eqs. (12) or ( 24) wi lJ lead to essentially novel

patterns of change in the barrier penetrability IJith r""pect to the parameters

60 ,

[If and

However, eqs. 0,)-(20) show that in fact there is
penetrability problem -- the dimen;:;irmle"G p"rmBeter
lIIith E
d being the so-called condensation ener'lY /J~, (note that one should use
con
2 l<
'de.= [([If-Ellg~J' instead of ~J if F)i 0, see Section 5). As f(~)~l (Fig.n,
then "dyn(Xo ) <
Xo) for all ~> D; at de ~ LO-L2 corre!Jponding to
o
spontaneous fission of transuranium nuclei the difference betlileen Sstat('de. ) and
o

7

6

(23)
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fig.4. The dependence of the action

The <leo dependence of the action

integrals Sstat and Sdyn (in units of SJ.
Also shown is the universal function

The saddle-point gap parameter As

integral upon the barrier height

calculated for spontaneous fission of 240 PlJ

calculated for spontaneous fission of
240 pu in the statical (Sstat) and in

f(1I!o)' for further details see the

in the statical (Sstat) and in the dynamic
al (5.

) treatments of pairing cor1'ela

the dynamical (Sdyn) treatments of

calculations are performed for

va lues

(in MeVZ) are indicated ncar the A~yn

a constant barrier height, B =6 MeV, llIith
f
n le .Jcrenorm curve IS
. 0)t talne
' d

g= 9 Me V-I .

curves, see the text and eq. (24).

dyn

by renormalizing the Sdyn curve using the
~~pirical

de ) reaches 3D-40?,. As sh01Jln in f ig.3, the function Sd

(Cle) is an essentialo
.)
yn
a
ly nonlinear and much weaker one than \tat (:leo)
• It is therefore obvious that

value of the action integral,

at Ao=0.775 MeV; the Sstat curve
normalized using
at
D.o =O.775 MeV.

the dependence of Sdyn upon Ao l!Ii 11 also be considerably "eaker than thot of
this divergence being the greater the smaller Ao (fig.4).

B"MrN

fig.5. The dependence of the action

text and footnote on this page.

tionf' in spontaneous fission;

1

integral upon the initial pairing gap Ao.

verfJUS the initial pairing gap Ao' for t\110

A~I,

////

60

.....' ...............
~--~.""

different treatments of pairing correla-
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50
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0.175"',V

~

100

"

1

SSt.t

<
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s

I

Rather unusual turns out to be the dependence of Sdyn on the barrier height 81"

pairing correlations. The Sdrenorm curves
yn
are obtained by renormaliLing the Sdyn
curves using Semp=90 at

Bf =6 MeV and

f:1o =0.775 MeV • for each of the three
pairs of curves, the lower curve corres~
ponds to A o =[).775 f1eV while the upper
one corresponds to A =O.62 MeV. Also
o
t.
shown are the action iticrement!1 AS
sta
crenorm aSSOCla
. t ed WI'th an
an d l1.1
dyn

exemplified for spontaneous fission of 24[)pu in fig.5. As compared with the

increa"e in Sf by I MeV and a simulta

the Il f dependenc', 0 I' Sdyn is much more IJcntle,
conventional curve Sstat~
especially in the relJion of B ) ~ MeV. The physical reason for such a di fference in
f
he Elf dependences of
and Sdyn is clear from eq. (24) and fig.2: the higher

neous decrease in

the barrier. the stronger the dynamical enhancement of super fluidity in tunnellin'li
a considerable extent for the Sdyn growth caused directly by increasinq B • Of
f
course, this interesting "feedback" does not occur in the traditional consideration

zero while Sdyn(:le. ) tends to the constant limit 4S/lT. However IlIB remind that
o
eq. (6) for V(q.A) is valid only in the quadratic approximation with respect to

of pairin') correlations. Calculations demonstrat.e thDt for
MeV and Ao~ fl. 78MeV
tho value of a Sd laB f is approximately a factur of .', smaller than
t t
f'
yn
s a J3B
,\nother impurtant feature is that at a fixed I3 valUE' the f:1 decrease leads to a
f
o
noticeable qrowth of aSstatlaBf' IlIhereas aSdynAlflf remains practically unchanged
(see fig.5).

(A-AJ, whereas the~=O assumption in eq. (8) distorts the M(q,A) behaviour
D.~G,

as

eq.(8) is invalid at all

Therefore eqs. (11)-(13). too, are valid only within certain limits, so
that eq. (15) for Sdyn (:!.e. ) cannot be used for ~»l. In thin paper all
o
considerations are confined to the range 0 .::;ae.,'lf1.5 and to such Ao and Sf

Thus, the dynamical treatment of pairing correlatIons Hubstantially alters the

values for which the approximations adoptp.d are quite justified.

'I
8

by 20?~. for fur

the decremle in Sdyn due to this extra enhancement of super fluidity compensates to

,,) It follol!ls from eqs. (15)-(20) that for 'CIeo-OQ the function f(ClEb) hmds to

the more the larger A value; at very small A's,

AD

ther details see capUon to fig.4.

9

assume that in going from

traditional understanding of the probability of deeply subbarrier fission. The fact
that the barrier penetrability becomes a much weaker function of Bf and Ao allows
us, in particular, to give a more adequate interpretation of the empirical systema
tics of the spontaneous fission half-lives for odd-A and odd-odd nuclei.
It is known that, as regards spontaneous fission, the odd nuclei are more stable
than tt",ir even-even neighbours, typically by a factor of lOS, alth9ugh the magnitude
1
lD
of this irregular hindrancE' varies in fact bctween 10 and lO • Such an enhanced
stabilHy is usually explained as being due either to a barrier increase /19-21/

,to
the barrier increases by 1 t1eV and the
initial pairing gap decreases by lS%; this cOlTesponds to a '<leo increase from 1.09
to 1.34. Then in the statical condderation of pairing correlations the hindrance
9
factor wi 11 amount to about 10 , IIIhile in thc dynamical one, to 2'10 4 , in excellent
agreement WIth the empirical value 4'104
We can nOIlf conclude that the analysis of the typical values of the hindrance
factors associated with spontaneous fission of odd nq"lei provides a direct and
clear evidence in favour of the dynamical treatment of pairing correlations in
tunnelliflg. It is also important to note that this tpeatment of pairing effects
leads to a novel orientation in estimating the reliablHy of Tsf predictions for
unknown heavy and, in particular, superheavy nuclei. Since inaccuracies in the
barrier heights affect the scale of uncertainties in Tsf for less than it is
generally thought, the emphasis should be put on morEl reliable determination of
other ingredients of the problem, in the first place, the effective inertia
associat(!d IlIith fission and its dependence upon pairing propertie!1.

caused by the presence of one or two odd (unpaired) particles or to an increase
in the effective inertia /3,6/, caused by the same fact. Thus, according to
Newton /19/ and Wheeler /20/, the so-called speCialization energy shpuld be associat.
ed with spontaneous fission of odd nuclei -- an increment in the barrier height
caused by the requirement that the spin projcction K onto the symmetry axis of the
nucleus should be conserved in tunn01ling. The specialization energy is expected tQ
be strongly dependent on quantum numbers of the initial state /20-24/; for odd-A
nuclei it amounts, on the average, to 0.5-1 MeV, sometimes reaching 2.S MeV /22-24/
(see also Section S). At the same time, the ground states of odd nuclei are oneor two-quasiparticle (q-p) states and, due to the blocking effect /2S-28/, pairing

3. TflE INFLUENCE or PAIRING CORRELA nONS ON THE ENERGY DEPENDfNCE
rISSHlN BARRIER PENETRABILITY

correlations are considerably reduced here, as compared with even-even nuclei
whose ground states correspond to a q-p vaCUum. The reduction of pairing correla
tions (i .e., a Ao decrease, on the average, by 10-309, for one-q-p states and
20-40% for two-q-p states /2S-28/) leads, according to eq. (8), to a noticeable

In the dynamical treatment of pairing correlations, we obtain, by generalizing
eq. (IS), the following formula for the ener'lY dependence of the penetrability
of a parabolic fission barrier:
={ 1

increase in the effective inertia assdciated with fission. Microscopic cstimates
/3-6/ show that the addition of an odd nucleon to an even-even system increases the

[21T (Bf-E )jI;w dyn]} -1 ,

1iwdyn = lic.¥f(~)

t.W [8Bl.2A~/Fo(q2-ql)2
~ = [(Sf

leads also to a perceptible increase in the barrier -- on the average, by 0.3-0.4
MeV. The net increase in the barrier height of an odd-A nucleus due to the speciali
zation and blocking effects easily provides a hindrance factor of the orde= of
or greater.
Thus, either of the two reaSOns - an increase in the barrier or that in the
effective inertia - may entirely account for the order of magnitude of empirical
hindrance factors for ground-state spontaneous fission of odd nuclei; a similar
situation occurs also for spontaneously fissioning isomers /29,30/. Generally, both

10

exp

THE

(25)

where

effective inertia by about 30%, on the average. This in turn results in a hindrance
factor of the order of IDS for spontaneous fission of odd-A nudei with Z ~ 101. In
addition, the shell-correction calculations /7,8/ predict that the blocking effect

raasona are equally well justified and both should necessarily be taken into
account, but then the theoretical hindrance factors turn out to be (on the average)
many orders of magnitude larger than the empirical ones. The dynamical treatment of
pairing correlations enables us to overcome the difficulty in a natural way: in this
treatment the hindrance conditioned by each of the two reasons is drastically lower
ed (see figs. 3-S), whereas taking both reasons into account results in hindrance
factors close to empirical ones in the order of magnitude. For example, let us

+

or

- E)/g~J 1/2

(26)
] 1/2

(27)
(28 )

and the function f(ae) is defined by the same cq. (8) like f(<!eo)' In the standard
approach, the penetrability Pstat ([) will be described hy the Hill-Wheeler formula,
i.e. by eq. (25) for '3e,=0.

,

~

We see that, all other things being equal, 'I1Wd > t.W for nll E<Sf; in the
yn
transuranium region liw dyn~ 1.3S liw for Sf
E
6 f1eV. Therefore in the dynamical
approach the energy dependence of the penetrability turns out to be weaker. Another
ne1Jl feature lies in that the dependence of t'W
on the en"ryy of the inUj a1
dyn
stat.e, r, takes place even if Ao and F0 are considered to bc independent of E. For
the 240 pu nucleus, a comparison of the functiens Pd ([) and p t t(t) is given
yn
s a
in Fiq.6; here'l1w is chosen so that the magnitude of P~t t(E=O) corresponds to
11
~ a
the experimental value of Ts r'=1.3·ID y whereas 1iw
is found ~rom eq. (26).
dyn
It can be seen that in the region Df E"'l3 the di fference between the curves
f
pstat(E) and Pdyn([) is small, but in the deeply subbarrier region the curves

II

diverge considerably and for Bf - E
= 4-5 MeV the difference in penetrability
reaches 10" - lOB. I t ~ould, ho~ever, be

p(EI

)

curve so that the magnitude of Pdyn(E=O)
should correspond to the experimental
value. This can be achieved by increasing
by a factor of about I.B the average
value of the effective mass associated

20

16

~ith

fission. We note that this renorma

lization does not lead to contradictions
~ith

1(}'0

I

it is appropriately performed for all
nuclei rather than for 240 pu
alone (see also 115,17,IB/). After the

1640

o

:2

3

4

5

E. MeV

curve reflecting the tradition
~.

I

excitation. Second, for almost all actinide nuclei the fission

valid for

d

one-dimensional barr ier of an arbitrary profile.

believe that the effective mass does not vary as the initial excitation enr:rgy of

the role of pairing correlations in the penetration of the double-humped barrier

...

,

a fissioning nucleus increases from zero to E~Bf' at least for the reason that
~ith excitation of the nucleus there appear quasiparticles and, a~cording to
theoretical expectations, pairing correlations progressively attenuate /14/. For

~e

shall only note that the
~ith

the energy

E ~ Ei ~ill sooner prevent than aid the jdentification of another
effect
the dynamical enhancement of super fluidity in tunnelling. Much more
suitable for the purpose in vie~ looks the region E < Ei in ~hich the treatment
rt~lj

inn

~

ne~

of penetrability phenomena is radically Simplified and can virtually be done in
terms of a single-humped barrier. Possible manifestations of the superfluidity
effects in tunnelling at energies E

< Ei

~ill

be considered in Section 5.

4. PAIHING CORRELATIONS AND SUBBARRIER FUSION OF COMPLEX NUCLEI

example, Fig.6 illustrates changes in Pdrenorm(E)
if 1iWd
yn
yn is calculated from
eq. (26) using, instead of ~o' the average correlation fundi on ~ave that depends
on excitation energy according to the BCS prescriptions for a system with the
uniform spectrum of doubly degenerate single-particle levels /14/. This schematic

Fission of a nucleus into

t~o

fragments and fusion of

t~o

nuclei into one whole

system, particularly, cold fission and subbarrier fusion of heavy nuclei, are known
to be highly similar processes sho~ing many important common features Ill. Therefore
if the dynamical enhancement of pairing correlations SUbstantially increases the
probability of subbarrier fission, there are good grounds to expect a similar effect

the discrete character of q-p excitations

and, in addition, it has been assumed that the effecti ve mass M"'A~~e depends on
excitation energy only through the E dependence of Aave' The calculational result

in the region

fLwion barrier. It is conceivable that the dynamical treatment of pairing correla
tim", may noticeably change the ~ustomary understanding of the phenomena associated
with the double-humped barrier such as, e.g., the isomeric shelf 131-33/. Analyzing

abundance of diverse and complex physical effects associated

values is

lIo~ever,

of E >[, \IIhere E. is the energy of the isomeric minimum, there arises a ~ealth of
1
1
II 2 29-331
.
structures and effects
"
caused by the presence of t~o peaks In the

spontaneous fission half-lives and from

fission so far remains rather unclear. Generally, there are no grounds to

12

~ith

barrier profile is kno~n to be double-humped. The latter, of course, in no way chang
es the very conclusion about the superfluidi ty enhancement as eqs. (ll) - (13) are

lies, however, beyound the scope of this paper. So,

Unfortunately, the excitation energy dependence of the effective mass associated

a~count

predictions concerning the enhancement of superfluidity in tunnelling. However, on
this route one encounters substantial difHcultics, especially at energies E above

ce of the 11w parameters deduced from

near-threshold fission cross sections though some similarity of 11w
usually expected for the two cases 130/.

calculation did not takc into

It ~ould seem that the considerable differences between pstat(E) and Pdyn(E) in
the deeply subbarrier region can be used for an empirical verification of the

quantities

the traditional understanding is far
from requiring the necessary ~oin~iden

text and caption to Fig. 4.

remain to be still a challenging task.

the threshold of 2 or 4 q-p excitations. First, as has just been noted, there is no

of the one-humped parabolic barrier.
It should, ho~ever, be stressed that

ments of pairing correlations. For
explanation of the curves see the

of the energy dependence of the probability of 'deeply ""bbarrier fiSSion undoubtedly

necessary information about the behaviour of the effective mass and other pertinent

al understanding of the penetrability

The energy dependence of the

fission barrier penetrability calculated
for 240 pu ~ithin t~o different treat

~ith

dependence of the action integral ingredients upon excitation energy. The develop
ment of theory along this line is certainly called for, ~hereas experimental ntudies

any empirical data if, of course,

renormalization ~e obtain the curve
Pdrenorm(E) sho~n in Fig.6, which is
yn
interesting to compare again ~ith the

in Fig.6) has therefore a purely illustrative value and is

the energy dependence of the effective mass. At the same time, all the present-day
considerations of subbarrier fission phenomena actually neglect the possible

reasonable to renormalize the "dynamical"

1010

~urve

to stress the sensitivity of the penetrability to assumptionn about

f

in the subbarrier fusion of complex nuclei. Unusually large fusion cross sections at
energies belo~ the Coulomb barrier ~ere observed in many experiments carried out

13

t=o,

tion of the effective fusion barrier for
respectively, IIIhile p is the reduced
mass. Naill, passing in eq. (3D) from integrating over i to that over ~~ and then
expanding the power of the exponent in an appropriate Taylor series, we obtain, in

during recent years. Although to date a large number of various explanations have
been proposed for the enhanced fusability of nuclei at Rubbarrier energies, the
problem remains still open to a considerable extent (see, e.g., /34/ and references

the f:r:t approximation, the follO\uing resu{lt:

therein). Below we shall estimate the scale of the relative increase of subbarrier
fusion cross sections due to the dynamical enhancement of super fluidity in a system
of fusing nuclei.
The fusion cross section is usually
/35/ via the partial wave summation

6fus(Ecm)=1T~2

IT.(C_).

(29)

A

where Ecm is the centor-oF-mass energy,
the energy-dependent reduced de Broglie
wavelength, and TL(E cm ) the transmission coefficient for the Je-th partial wave;
equation (29) is written down for the case of non-identical partners. As in the
case of subbarrier fission, it is reasonable to assume that the tunnelling through
a (generally, multidimensional) potential barrier associated ",ith fusion is governed
by the least action principle and that the transmission coefficient can be determin
ed in the quasiclassical WKB approximation. By extending the anslogy to fission
still further, we shall presume that the effective potential V
and the effective
fus
mass Mfus associated with fusion are characterized (gualitatively) by the same
properties as those taken in Sections 1-3 for the corresponding quantitites associat
ed with subberrier fission. In other words, lIIe make use of an expression of type (25)

f
•

Sa T+~ exp {

~

I

-J("

M- I
fus

j

afus2

(0)

(3])

q
q=q"
and F(~) defined by eq. (If)) is the function of the £ -d"pendrnt parameter

~.e ={ [BfUS (e)

] /

g~

}1/2.

In the follolJling llIe shall use the common parametrization 135,36/ for the

where Cle. is 3t.tfor £=0 and E(k) the complete elliptic inte~ral of the 2nd kind llIith
k=aq(l +ae.2 /~. By performing calculations analogous to those outUned above, yet
employing the statical treatment of pairing correlations (Le. udng for 1L ([cm) the
standard Hill-Wheeler formula) we would obtain for the fWlion cross section,
'
stat (E ), the well-knollll1 Wong formula /36/ • 1.e.
eq. (35) for ~=O. Then the
f UR
em
relative increase in the subbarrier fusion cross section due to the dynamical super-

6

d dyn
Ofus
Ai. stat

\J

J)

(33 J

and the standard assumptions /35,36/ that

'fiW.e ~'fiwo

g.e

!:::

qo '

fUG

10

14

f(ae)] } .

I

(36)

l1wo

'"

fundamental questions as IlIhat effective
potential U
does control the process,
fus
IIIhat is the effective mass Mfus associated
with fusion and 1;Ihat are its properties.
(let us, ho",ever, note that in evaluating
the relative erlhancement of fusion cross
,
.J dyn Ilstat
sectlons,1O
f /Cf
,lIIe have not used any

6~:
6liit

,,,

10'

103

us

~~ I

J

(34)

and qo are the height, the curvature parameter and the top posi

[

foLlo~s from Fig.7, in the region of (Bfus-Ecm)~5-8MeV
the dynamical treatment of pairing correlations leads to an increase in fusability by
several orders of magnitude as compared ",ith the results of standard approach.
In spite of the large magn1tude of the effect predicted, unambiguolls identi.fica
t ion of its manifestations in experimental sut,harrier fusion cross sections turns

10

IIIhere

ZE(kJ

£-depond

ent barrier

('li2/2p~ )£(J!..+

{

The magnitude as lIIell as the behaviour of6dfynlt//rtat
are almost completely determined
uS
us

10 2

+

- E~ )
11T (B f
us
cm

exp

~

;
(32)

f(~)' (35)

out, unfortunately, to be
rathor difficult task. first, ",hile there is accumulated
a lot of data about subbarrwf fusion, until noll! its mechanism is poorly understood,
especially for heavy systems, since there
are remained to be largely open even such
5

(2L + llde

IIIhere Bfus (L) is the height of the ..e -dependent effective fusion barrier, 'liW.e
the curvature of the effective b[arrier ~~~r its tlDP cq: qtj2
'lic..\..

flWo

exp

tly tllC exponential factor. As

•

00

(Zlri'flW.e 1[ Bfus ttl - Eem] r(~~)}'

1 +

]}

fluidity enhancement in tunnellinq can be evaluated as

for the transmission coefficient T.t(E cm )' Then, by converting the sum in eq. (29)
to an integral, we obtain
2
6 dyn
fus (Ecm) = IT);

.en

<6 f~s(Ecm) =

[21TCEcm-Bfus)

0

t

us

too specific assumptions concerning Vfus
or B ' As for the effe~tive masS
fus
it is qual itatively clear that this

B,..

I

8

i

6

I

~

"-
I

2

I

I

0
<a...-E_) MeV

~.

The relative increase in sub
barrier fusion cross sections calculated
by using ego (36) ",!th g~~5.1 MeV for
the three two values indicated.
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quantity is far from being necessarily identical to the reduced mass p; as 1n
fission, ~lf
can ,on the average, significantly exceed p, as indicated by theoretic_
al
(e.g., 137,38/) and, perhaps, by SOme empirical data (e.g., 1J9i),

_,here f!.n(p) < 1 is the blocking factor. (Ilere and belo\ll starred quantities are those
relevant to an isomeric q-p state.) IIccording to theoretical estimates 125-28.14/,

consider~~ions

too. ~Je are just in line ",Uh these expectations since "'e have used

p instead

of

the value of

Mfus only in estimating angular-momentum COrftlctions "'hich are relatively unimport

~n(p)

is ralher sensitive to details of structure of a particular

state; for 2 q-p statos~n(p) is predicted to he about 0.6-0.8, on the average.
Similar II. I ) values folIo", from analyses of empirical spectroscopic information.
I~n\p
125-281
too (see, e.g.,
).

ant.) Second, a llIide variety of pertinent effecls has already been proposed to
explain the unexpectedly hicJh subbarrier fusion cross sections (see, e.g., 134,391
and references therein)." The super fluidity enhancement in tunnelling appears to be

Erom the vie"'point of the spontaneous rission probabilUy it is important that
isomeric q-p states are characterized not only by the \IIeakened pairinq correlations,

highly probable and slrong yet not the only possible effect facilitating deeply
sUbbarrier fusion. Finally, the super fluidity effect can occur in cooperation "'ith

but also by rather high K values. 80th these causes act towards increasing the
fission barrier 17,8,l9-24/, so that its height for an isomeric q-p state can turn

other effects (Le" in a more involved .'ay) and for different fusing systems its
"partial" contribution can be quite different.

out to be appreciably larger than that for the ground stat". The reaction of a
fissioning system to both the increase in the barrier and tho decrease in the initial

5. SPONTANEOUS FISSION fRO~l QUASI-PARTICLE ISOMERIC STIITES AS A PROBE
OF THE ROLE OF PAIRING CORRELATIONS IN TUNNELLING

pairing gap \IIill be essentially dependent on the role of Pfliring correlations in
tunnelling: in the statical treatment of pairing correlations the increase in fission

In Section 2 "'e have established the fact that t\110 different treatments of the

>#

stabilIty, caused by each of the two effeels, is predicted to be much higher than in

role of pairing correlations in tunnelling yield substantially different magnitude"

the dynamical approach (see Figs. 3-5), Thus, high values of K significantly aid in

of the average hindrance factors associated "'ith ground-state spontaneous fission
of odd nuclei; from this fact, using comparisons "'ith the corresponding empirical
data, we have obtained an important (a posteriori) evidence in favour of the

drengthening the difference in T;f predictions for q-p isomeric states that is
flssQciated \IIith tlmploying two different treatments of pairing correlations.
I'lth possible changes in the pre-exponent factor in eq. (3) being nc')lecled, the

dynamical lreatment of pairing correlations. Belo", "'e shall demonstrate that the

relative variation in the sponlaneous fission half-life, associated liIith passing

situation characteristic of the ground-state spontaneous fission of (doubly) odd
nuclei takes place also for spontaneous fission from q_p isomeric states in even
even actinide nuclei; this (truly a priori) prediction can be effectively used for

from the ground state to an isomeric q-p state, "'ill be

ST sf

further testing of the ideas about the dynamical enhancement of super fluidity in
tunne11 ing.

\lIhere

Quasi-particle or K isomers are expected to occur when breaking up of one or
several pairs of nucleons in an even-even nUcleus and appropriate recoupling of
the spins of the nucleons lead to the formation of relatively lo",-lying (E*~2l1.o)
states having high values of the quantum nomber K. The high K values cause a
strong relardation of l/'-transitions, "'hich, in turn, favours searches for a
spontaneous fission branch in the decay of the K-isomeric states in heaviest

or
,14/

to a noticeable "''''akening of pairing correlations, Le. to a decrense in the 'lap
parameter in the q-p state

t:,.*

-

on(p) -

~n(p)

l:::.
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on(p)'

(37)

= 0.434

5*
Semp(S- - 1),

(38)

is the empirical magnitude of the action integral for the ground-state

spontaneous fission ..
To evaluate 5*/5, it is ne~cssary at first to estimate the barrier increment for
the i,mmeric state, IIIhich is expected to be caused mainly by the speCialization effect
. 19-24/. In Section 2 \lie have already indicated both the rough value of tho special!.
zatir,n energy for a nucleus with one unpaired particle and the strong dependence of

~

nucleL By no"" quite a number of such bomers have been found in the region of
even-even nuclei ",Hh Z ~n 140-421; a famous example is provided by the t",o
neutron (2n) state of 244 Cm \IIith Ktr =6+, Nilsson configuration ~2c+r6221 '-27+r6241 ,
L' j n
l' j"
excitation energy E*:1042 keV and T~ = 34 IllS 1401 •
The appearance of even a single pair of quasiparticles in the neutron
proton (p) subsystem of a nucleus "'ill lead, due to the blocking effect

"~

= tg(T;f/Tsf)

this value on the quantum numbers of the initial state from "'hich fission proceeds.
for a 2q-p initial state, conservation of the quantum numbers of each of the t\110
un:Jsired particles individually lIIill lead to a net barrier increment equal to the
sum of the individual specialization energies, if the unpaired particles are assumed
to move completely independently; hO\llever, the complete independence can hardly be
reali.led, so that, most likely, there should be observed a considerable mixing of
2 q-p configurations \IIith the same total vailles of K 130/.
All other things being equal, the magnitude of the specialization energy depends
0

on hO\ll "good" is the quantum number K. If the non-axial deformations \IIith l(::HOo _20
do occur in the region of the inner fission saddle point, as has been predicled for
aclinide nu~lei theoretically (see, e.g., 17.8,22/) and supported by some empirical
hints (see, e.g., 11,30/), then the K number \IIill be conserved here only approxima
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tely and
\llith K:!:2

\IIavefunctions of given K will showm1xingof components
the specialization effect will be attenuated. However,
all the available hints concerning the violation of axial symmetry in fission are
obtained from analyses of measured excitation functions for ncar-threshold fission.
At the same time, calculations 111,161 show that the triaxial shapes give rise to a

states with T~~)% 5.1O- 12 s - 5'10-99 are interpreted as the "ground" states in the
second well, while the longer-lived states ",ith T*~m)~5'10-9s - 2.10- 7s, as 2 q-p
excitations in the second well 129,30/. However, :0 far it is not completely clear
129/ whether all the measured T*f(m) values refer directly to spontaneous fission
s

large effective inertia and therefore in spontaneous or deeply subbarrier fission

from 2 q-p states or there takes place at first a K-forbidden ¥-transition to the
bottom of the second well (K=O) and then spontaneous fission occurs in a more short
time (T(~» compared to the retarded t-transition. Therefore the empirical values
f_\
f_\
~ 1.1-4.3 seem to be considered rather as the lower limits
of

the least action trajectory, unlike the static path, lies much closer to the region
of !'dally symmetric shapes with t=O; then the specialization effept can be expected
to operate almost in full measure.
Having mentioned a number of the pros and cons of the "speciali?ation", for the
fol~owing relative estimates we shall assume that the concurrent influence of the
specialization and blocking effects on the potential energy of deformation will at
least compensate the effect of the energy gain O[=E* l>:Il.l-1.3 MeV associated with
passing from the ground state to an isomeric 2 q-p state. Then, by using eqs. 15)
at > 0 and 6T~~n ~
(20), (25)-(28) and (38), one can easily see that
In
other ",ords, either of the considered treatments of pairing correlfltions, the
stability against spontaneous fission for 2 q-p isomeric states is expected to be
not lower than that for the ground states.

cST:i

7tIi:= [(fl'r -

"'ill be SUbstantially smaller than for those in the first well. Nevertheless, since
the highly senoitive empirical ST(~) values are kno",n for five nuclei /29,30/,
whereas the ratio T;~m)statIT;~m)d~n expected from eq. (39) is still evaluated,

O.

Of primary importance ~;s~~~ fact that the fOllO"'in[g di ffere:ce
6r stat
_ &Tdyn == 19 _s_f__
0.434 5
1- ~
sf
sf
T*dyn
emp
~
sf

to the hindrance factors for spontaneous fission from 2 q-p states in the second
\IIell. ObViously, for 2 q-p states in the second \lieU the difference given by eq. (39)

J"

J

~

(39)

proves to be essentially positive, since
[*)/g6 2
~3to/~ signifi
2 j,
cantly exceeds ~ =(Bf/gA-), and hence f(~) < f(ae). for 5 0 =6~ ( 250fm), for
*
-~
~
a
e~
example, Ts~tat will be higher than T;~yn by a factor of 102 _10 3 , if, allo\;ling for
the two-component composition of the nucleus, one takes for the blockin<J factor

predicts the
and

p..

I'l

statical and the dynamical approach to the role of pairi[1(J correlations \liould make
it possible to decide "'hich of the two approaches is more adequate. It is importanL

#

and r:~yn/T~~n

lower that the difference between

estl mated from

e qe • (38) - (39 ) •

Quasi-particle isomers can OCcur not only in the first, but also in the second
potential ",ell. In fact, for a number of even-even Pu and Cm isotopes there l;Ier"
identified two spontaneously fissionable states with anomalously short half-lives
129,30/. On the basis of a variety of empirical indications, the short"r-lived

E*~2

MeV

states with K11'=13- and E* ~ 2.5 MeV in 254cf , and with K1r=13+
127/. AlthourJh for such cases all estimates turn out to be

1,,88 reliable, it should be qualitatively expected that for high-K (2n,2p) states

the value of 0.85, in approximate correspondence to the average value ~n(p)=0.7
for 2 q-p excitations in a given subsystem of the nucleus. Thus, there is predicted
a very strong, "lofJarithmic" excess of
over T;~yn. Therefore experimental
determination of the partial half-lives
for several 2 q_p isomers and their
comparison ",ith realistic micro"copic calculAtions carried out within both the

that to decide the issue reqUires relative quantities T;f/Tsf (or 5*15) rather tllaf<
absolute
values to be calculated. The possible inaccuracy of the T;f/Tsf
calculations, characteristic of the
theory II J, 15/, is obviously

roughly speaking, by a value of 10 or more, it ",ould be important to perform
thorour]h realistic calculations of ST~~) involving the two different approaches to
the role of pairing correlations.
Eventually, one can put a question on searching for spontaneous fission from
higher-lying q-p states in the first well, e.g., from 4 q-p states of the (2n,2p)
type, whose energy can often be still belo\;l the bottom of the second well. four q-p
isomers have not yet been observed In the actinide region, but, as in the Hf region
127,28,40,43,44/, their occurence here is quite probable; for example, theory

the difference in T;f/Tsf associated with the two different treatments of pairing
correlations "'ill be by several orders of magnitude higher than that for (2n) or
(2p) states.
experimentally, spontaneous fission from q-p isomeric statCG in the first
potential well has never been observed. An attempt to detect it for the 2 q-p
isomeric state in 244Cm 140/ was done by Vandenbosch et al. 145/, but, due to
insufficient sensitivity of the experiment, their result, T;f/Tsf ~1O-5, does not
allow any conclusions about the role of pairing correlations to be made. Obviously,
the most appropriate objects for detecting spontaneous-fission decay from q-p
isomeric states are expected to be the heaviest even-even nuclei showing spontane
ous fission as a predominant or quite probable decay nlode of their ground-states.
Interesting
and with

are provided by the isomeric states with T~ = I.S:!:O.l s in
s in 254 102 , which have been obse;ved in 141/;

= 0.2S:!:O.04

although energies, spins and parities of these isomers are not yet established
,
t a 11 y, th'
. t erpre t a t·10n 141/ as 2 q-p sates
t
,11'
exper1men
elr 1n
w1th
K =7 - or S-·lS
fully confi~med by semimicroscopic calculations 142/. In the 249 Cf + 4He and
208 pb + 48Ca reactions, both these isomers can be produced with rather high yields.
We have seen, however, that for any plaUsible role of pairing correlations the
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not lower than that of the ground states; thus, to obtain experimental results

. .
/10/.
and recently confirmed by more rea11st1c calculat10ns
In SectIons 2-5, we have
demonstrated that this dynamically induced enhancement of super fluidity leads to a

critical in terms of choosing the most adequate treatment of pairing correlations,

varIety of important consequences for deeply subbarrier fission and fusion of nuclei.

stability of 2 q-p isomers against spontaneous fission is expected to be at least

a very high sensitivity of experiments is needed which would enable spontaneous

The most essential effect we predict lies in that the tunnelling probability turns

fission from q-p isomeric states to be observed even if T;f exceeds Tsf by some
orders of magnitude.

out to be, in the dynamical treatment of pairing correlations, a considerably weaken

•

Of far reaching importance would be searches for new q-p (and other types of)
isomers in nuclides with Z ~100, the existence of which is predicted theoretically
/27,42/, as well as spectroscopic studies of the structure of the heaviest nuclei on

ed

fu~ction

~ork

of the main parameters of the problem - ~o' Bf , and E. Within the frame
of our consideration, the three parameters are in fact assembled into a single
j,

one -- the dimensionless parameter ae.=(AE/E
d)', with AE=Bf-E being the deficit of
2
con
the initial energy and E d =gAb/2 the condensation energy 8ssociated with the
. t erae t·Ion In
. nuc le1
' /111/ ; 1. t ·18 th e magnl. t Ud e a f
presence of the monopo I e con.
paIrIng In

the whole. Particularly great urgency of such a research is due to its close connec
tion with the problem of synthesizing new elements and elucidating the pattern of

de. that governs the tunnelling probability. Although the new predictions may seem

nuclear stability near the limits of the Mendeleev Periodic Table. In the region uf

to be somewhat peculiar, these do not contradict any empirical evidence and, more

Z~102, the ground-state spontaneous fission half-lives prove to be rather short

over,allow a more adequate explanation of some empirical facts to be given, e.g.,

and thus the range of Tsf is expected to overlap that of typical half-lives for K

that of the average value of the hindrance factors associated with ground-state

forbidden

spontaneous fission of odd nuclei.

(-transitions. Therefore two or even more spontaneous fission activities

of different half-lives can obviouoly be associated here with the same nuclide,

#

IJhile a1ming to discuss the physics of the subbarrier processes in terms of

without necessarily requiring, however, that fission should directly proceed from

qUHntitative estimates of retatlve nature,

an isomeric state. If no: Tsf turns out to be much shorter than the total half-life

which enabled us to obtain results in the transparent analytic form. Some of these

of the isomeric state, T and, at the same time, it turns out to fall below the
"
limit of the detection speed of experimental device, then the comparatively large

approxImations, e.LJ., using the single-humped parabolic curve for the barrier

"

~ruf"le,

value of T~* can imitate a high ground-state stability against spontaneous fission,

~e

have used a variety of approxinlations

are not so essential and may easily be avoided by turning to numerical

caJ~ulations.

More significant distortions could be associated with applying the

although in fact the latter is much lower. These points are to be taken into account

uniform model and assuming the dominance of the M

when setting experiments on the synthesis and identification of new spontaneously

Ilowever, S1nce the calculations /10/ not invol vinciqthe above assumptions fully

term in the effective mass.

fissionable nuclides of the heaviest elements. There are presently known many

ccmfirm tile main conclusion by r'10retto and Babinet /9/ represented by the gap

unidentified spontaneous fission activities produced in irradiating targets of the
actinide elements by different heavy ion beams (see, e.g., /46,47/). It is quite

equation (J2), there is good reason to believe that our results obtained by

probable that the origin of some of these activities is associated with the presence

,.rubability in fission and fusion of complex nuclei. Evidently, clarifying this

of certain isomeric states in the known heaviest nuclei rather than with the ground
state spontaneous fission of nuclides being not yet identified.

employing eq. (12) provide a physically correct picture for the barrier penetration

:1

i'ictur~ via realistic numerical calculations like those performed in /10/ would
~rcsent

a task far from being simple, even when considering only a single deforma

tion coordinate. At the same time,
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

I
Thus, the nucleon pairing correlations of superconductinq type strongly affccL
the probability and dynamics of tunnelling through the barrier In fission and
fusion of complex nuclei. Generally, the presence of pairing correlations assists

realistic microscopic calculations carried out

fur an extended range of nuclei and for a sufficiently complete deformation space
are certainly called for.
Does the dynamically induced enhancement of superfluidity really occur in large
scaJe subbarrier rearrangements of nuclei? Our analysis of the averaQe empirical

in increasing the barrier penetrability, yet all the quantitative and even some

values of the hindrance factors associated with ground-state spontaneous fission of

qualitative conclusions Gbout the role of pairing correlations are essentially

odd nuclei provides clear indications for this important question to be answered

dependent on the choise of a particular approach to their treatment. As compared

positively. An effective tool for obtaining further empirical information on the

with what follows from the standard (BCS) approach, the allowance made in the

super fluidity issue has been shown, in Section 5, to be given by studying the

framework of the least action principle for the coupling of the pairing vibrat,ons
with the fission mode results in a large enhancement of superfluidity in the

Although our discussion has been confined to q-p isomers of even-even nuclei, many

subbarrier region of deformations, as was first shown by Moretto and Babinet ~!

probability of spontaneous fission from q-p isomeric states of the heaviest nuclides.
points of this paper remain to be valid and can be applied in analyzing the probabi
lity of spontaneous fission from isomeric states in odd nuclei, e.g., from those of

20
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the (n,2p) or (p,2n) type '."; the involvement of odd isomeric species would
flignificantly extend the possibilities of studying nuclear structure effects in
deeply subbarrier fission.

12. Gradsteyn 1.5., Ryzhik I.M. Tables of Integrals, Sums, Series, and Products,
4th Ed., Fizmatgiz, Koscow, 1963.
13. Belyakov V.M., Kravtsova R.I., Rappoport M.G. Tables of Elliptic Integrals,
Publishing House of the USSR Academy of Sciences, Moscow, 1962, vol.l.
14. Ignatyuk A.V. Statistical Properties of Excited Atomic Nuclei (in Russian),
Energoatomizdat, Moscow, 1983; English transl. by the IAEA, INDC (CCP)-233/L,

The original cause of the dynamical enhancement of superfluidity in tunnelling
through the fission barrier is a strong, of the 1/62 type, dependence of the effecti
ve mass M upon the pairing gap parameter 6 , or, generally, the fact that the
derivative ~ is an essentailly negative and large quantity; this dependence
expresses, perhaps, the most definite of all the theoretical predictions for the
effective mass and it emerges not only in the cranking model /2-6/ but in more
advanced approaches, too (see, e.g., /4B/). Thus, experimental verification of the
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al characteristic of both fission and fusion, the effective mass is known to be not
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ing through the barrier but also in the stage of descent of a fissioning nucleus
to the scission point
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Ef·86-5'i'7
B.rnt1lH1II!........... JWppe.nsuuti! Ha BepollTHOCTl> H JUmaMHKY
~HOI'O npamu<H0JM!iP<1I 'Iepro 6apbep
nPM _ _ B ~ ClIOJl(HblX IIllep
B paMKIIX MO.llt!JlH. llonycKaIOll\eH allaJIHTH'leCXHe peWeHHlI. n~ CJIe,IlCTBIUI
Mil ~MOCTK nOTeHUHlUlbHOro 6apLepa, K I!tOTopLlM npHDOAHT ~ _
....
Wero IleiicTBIUI npH paCCMOTpeHltH napaMeTpa ll\I!JIH
JC&I!t ,lUlllaMH'leCICOA ~oil.
YCT&II_ _O. lITO no CpaaHeHlIIO C Tp8.!l.HUHOH.....M (SKII) nOllXOAolIiI ,lUlllaMlNflClCoe
paccMOTpeHHI! JIIIPIIWX KOppellllUHH BelleT J( 3Ha'IHTem.HoIlY ocna6n_ 3II.IIIICJIMOCTH
I1p(lIIIIQ8eMOCTH 6apLepa .IleJ1eHlUI OT ero BblCOTbI, a TaK*e OT IUlpaMeTpa UleJIII (A ~ H
:!HeprHH Ra_"Ol'O COCTOllHIllI. JJ.&IIO 60_ IUlel<UTHoe o6wlclIftIIM! cpeNfd s e _
cPalCropoB 3aJlpeT& HB cnOHTBHHOO lleneHlte He<Je'l1IWlt lI,IIep H3 OCH\lBHOto COCTOlIHHII. nOK!l'
3&110, 'ITO ,llHHBMH'IeCKOO YCKJleHlle napMbIlI. ICOPpe.nRl.lHii npM T)'RHeJlllposaHIIH MOJl(llT
6bCJ1o O,IlIloii H3 n p _ CllJlloHOrO nOBLlWeHHR ct!'IfJIUdl nOA6apLepnoro CJIIIIIHHR CJlOlIICHbIX
lI,IIep. B proym.TaTe BHlUIll3a YCTOH'IIlBOCTK JCBa311'U1CT11'111J> H30...epItWI cocTOlIHHA B TlI·
JIl'eJIblX IIeTHO-..eTHLIX Rllpal[ HaH)leHO, lITO 0 T I l _ na~ nepHQllOB
IT.,
CllOIlTlIHHoro Ae!leHlUI H3 1130MepHoro .'tBYlI~Oro M O(lHOBHOro cocTOIIHKi RJlPII
C)'lllOC'nIftlHO 3aBIlCHT 01' Toto, lIMeeT lIecro IUIB Ker ~lI1IecJ(oe nOBWW_ ClM!PX'T1!ICY
'IeCTII npM TYHHenHpoB&IIMIt; CJlellOBaTeJ1l>HO, I13MepeHlUI
I'r., JlIIIOT yBMJ(aJlloIIytO
B03MOJll'Hoen. Jl)lIi nony'leuHlI 3MnHplt'lecJ<OA IIHtIlopMtiIHH·0 ClsoiicTBax ~lI<THIIIIoA
IDlep,.,ut. CB1I31111HOH C 6orn.WHMIl nOA6aploepHLlMH nepeeTpoiiK!lMIl lI,IIep.
Pa60Ta BWIlOJlHeHa B Jla60paTOpllllllAepMbIlI. pMlO.IIlA OHAH.
npenptDIT OIiwJ:uaI_oro ac1WT)'D uepiIIIoilt ~. AY&Ia 1986
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Lazarev Yu.A.

Infiuence of PairinjC Correlations on thl' Probability
and Dynamica of Tunnelling thro\llh the Blnier In Fiss.ion
and Fusion of Complex Nuclei
An analytically solvable model is uaed to atudy the barrier penetrability pattern In the
cue when the pairing gap ~ Wtreated u a dynamical variable governed by the Ieut action
principle. It is found that, u compared to the standard (BCS) approach, the dynamical treat
ment of pairinl reIUlta In a considerably weakened dependence of the flllion barrier penetra
bility on the Intenaity of pairing correlationa in the Initial .tate (~l. on the barrier night.
and on the eneqy of the initial ltate. On thia balla, a more adequate explanation ia propoaed
for typical order-of·magnitude values of the empirical blndrance facton far: lfOUIId..tate
ItpOIltaneoua filIIIiOll of odd nuclei. It ia aim mown that a Iarfe enhancement of IUpertlui
<lity in tunneUin& - the inherent effect of the dynamical treatment of pairint -strongly facili·
tates deeply IUbbanier fusion of comple:.. nuclei. FInally, an analy. ill given for the probabi·
Uty of IIpOI1Ianeoua tlaion from K·oomeric qullli-particle (q.p) ItatetJ in even-even hetwy nuclei.
The relative change of the putial apontaneou. flUion half·life In goine from the ground-atate
to B high-.pin q - p iIoIru:ric ltate,
IT", is found to be IItrongly dependent on wh~r
or not there tal".. pllu:e the dynamically Induced enIwIcement of aupertluidity in tannellinl:
MeUUl'1!lllenta of
IT ' f provide thua a unique sx-ibility of verlfyine theoreticU predic
tiooa about the ttt.ronc. Uwene-toqWll:ll A dependence of the effective inertia asaociated with
~ IUbbarrier rearraJlll!menta of nuclei.
The Invett.iption hal been performed at the Laboratory of Nuclear Reactiom, nNR.
........101 tItot JaIat InIaItuIe
NucIuI ReIlellCh. Dulma 1986
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